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Abstract 

As an important combination of autonomous vehicle networks (AVNs) and smart grid, the vehicle-to-grid (V2G) network 
can facilitate the adoption of renewable resources. Based on V2G networks, parked electric vehicles (EVs) can charge 
during off-peak hours and inject excess power to the grid during peak hours for earnings. However, each EV's power 
injection bids in V2G are sensitive and vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication may be eavesdropped, which has become 
an obstacle to the wide deployments of AVNs. Aiming to efficiently tackle these security and privacy issues in AVNs, we 
propose an efficient privacy-preserving communication and power injection (ePPCP) scheme without pairings, which is 
suitable for vehicle networks and 5G smart grid slice. In ePPCP, each EV calculates two secret keys shared respectively 
by the utility company and the gateway to blind power injection bids. A novel aggregation technique called hash-then-
homomorphic is used to further aggregate the blinded bids of different time slots. Our security analysis indicates that 
individual bids are hidden and secure V2V communication is ensured. Furthermore, extensive performance comparisons 
show that ePPCP is efficient in terms of the computation cost and communication overhead. 
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1. Introduction 

Recent developments in communication, control and information technologies have provided new chances to the Internet 
of Things (IoT), especially the vehicle network and smart grid. The urban vehicles are evolving from a collection of 
sensor platforms to an autonomous vehicle network (AVN) in which the human control is removed and autonomous 
vehicles could efficiently cooperate to optimize a well defined utility function. Smart grid is suggested to be a 
representative use case of the fifth generation of mobile technology (5G) in the Next Generation Mobile Network 
association's white paper (Alliance). 5G could be adaptively deployed to accommodate smart grid in a flexible and cost 
efficient manner. As an important combination of AVNs and smart grid, vehicle-to-grid (V2G) networks can facilitate 
the adoption of renewable sources like solar and wind (Kempton and Tomić, 2005). Based on V2G networks, parked 
electric vehicles (EVs) can store surplus power generated during off-peak hours and inject some power back to the grid 
during peak hours for benefits (Kempton and Tomić, 2005; Mahmoud et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017a). In addition, 
secure vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication is indispensable for extensive deployments of AVNs. 

Transactions are usually involved in power injection, and hence data security and user privacy are of significance. 
Security and privacy concerns have become main obstacles to the wide deployment of AVNs. During the communication 
process of power injection, each EV's individual power injection bids are sensitive which should be protected against 
various adversaries (Mahmoud et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017a). Although aggregation techniques have been used in 
existing schemes, the performance especially the computation and communication efficiency remains to be improved. 
For one thing, as power storage units, EVs usually don't aggregate power bids before sending them to the gateway. For 
another, expensive bilinear pairing operations are involved in computation. As far as the authors' knowledge, most 
existing power injection schemes either cannot protect users' privacy or suffer a bad efficiency.  

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jnca.2018.07.017
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1.1. Our contribution

In this paper, for the sake of security and privacy protection in
power injection over vehicle networks, we enable secure communi-
cation, privacy-preserving power injection and efficient computation,
simultaneously. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows.

• Firstly, we propose a system architecture of vehicle communication
and power injection over vehicle networks and 5G smart gird slice.
In addition, we present the adversary model and design goals in
terms of security and efficiency. We propose an efficient privacy-
preserving communication and power injection (ePPCP) scheme
over vehicle networks and 5G smart grid slice. Both the computa-
tion cost and the communication overhead of ePPCP are very low
due to the elimination of computationally expensive pairing opera-
tions and the adoption of data aggregation.

• Secondly, each EV calculates two secret keys shared respectively by
the utility company and the gateway to blind power injection bids. A
novel aggregation technique called hash-then-homomorphic is used to
further aggregate the blinded bids of different time slots. Only the
utility company can completely remove the blind factor to obtain
the total amount of injected power at each time slot, and individual
power bids are hidden to any adversaries.

• Finally, extensive security analysis and performance comparisons
indicate that ePPCP is secure under the proposed adversary model
and efficient in terms of computation and communication over-
heads.

1.2. Related work

Recently, a plenty of researches have been done to address secu-
rity and privacy issues in V2V, V2G, smart grid, 5G, etc. Cost-effective
storage units are very important for power grid especially the future
5G smart grid slice where large amount of renewable resources are
expected to be adopted. A promising solution to this problem is EV-
based AVNs, in which EVs can participate in the V2G network. To
ensure adequate EVs can participate in the V2G network, well-designed
incentive schemes are required (Yang et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2015).
As for 5G solutions, the advanced cloud radio access network is a poten-
tial one (Peng et al., 2014). Nikaein et al. (2015) presented a slice-
based 5G architecture which can efficiently manage network slices.
Data aggregation is important to smart grid slice in terms of security
and performance. Castelluccia et al. (2005) enabled efficient aggrega-
tion of encrypted data based on homomorphic encryption techniques,
which can also be used to outsourced computation (Liu et al., 2016,
2018). Besides, homomorphic signature can be used to realize authen-
tication in different network environment (Li et al., 2014a; Qun et
al., 2018). In order to realize a multidimensional privacy-aware data
aggregation in wireless sensor networks, Lin et al. (2010) integrated
the super-increasing sequence and perturbation techniques into com-
pressed data aggregation. Lu et al. (2012) proposed a data aggregation
scheme under the public key infrastructure for better efficiency and
high reliability. In addition, to improve the performance of power grid,
coordinating power charging has been studied (Gan et al., 2013).

In V2G networks, the data of power consumption is closely related
to users’ activities and hence is sensitive. Tonyali et al. (2015) pro-
posed a meter data obfuscation scheme to preserve consumer privacy
from the utility company and any other eavesdropper. Furthermore,
privacy-aware solutions with different security characteristics have
been investigated for various network environment and applications
including wireless authentication (Zhang et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2018;
Han et al., 2012; Li et al., 2014b; Zhang et al., 2014), wireless relay
security (Fan et al., 2016, 2017; Xie et al., 2018), smart vehicle and
grid security (Mohit et al., 2017; Li et al., 2014c; Rahman et al., 2017),
and wireless sensor network security (Zhang et al., 2018a; Bhuiyan et

al., 2016, 2017). In order to improve efficiency in vehicle networks,
cloud computing technologies are used to optimize resource allocation
(Yu et al., 2018). In cloud computing, privacy protection should be
considered because of the untrusted servers (Gao et al., 1109; Zhang et
al., 2017b; Shen et al., 2018b; Yang et al., 2018a; Zhang et al., 2016).
To protect the confidentiality of the outsourced data, the access control
technology is also important to allow only the privileged users to
access the outsourced data (Yang et al., 2018b; Cai et al., 2017; Wang
et al., 2018). The attribute based encryption has been widely used to
realize the access control because of its flexibility (Liang et al., 2014;
Wang et al., 2017). Especially, blockchain technologies have been used
to realize fair payment of outsourcing services in cloud computing
(Zhang et al., 2018b, 2018c).

As the computation ability of mobile devices is limited, secure com-
putation outsourcing has also been researched to outsource the compu-
tation overhead to cloud servers such as (Shen et al., 2018a; Li et al.,
2014d). There are also many works which considered the data process-
ing outsourcing to save the local computation, such as (Li et al., 2014e,
2018a; Chen et al., 2016; Xiang et al., 2016). Similar to the notion
of outsourcing computation, offline computation (Li et al., 2018b) has
been well studied, which allows the devices to perform the computa-
tion offline. However, these schemes are not focusing on the security
and privacy issues of power injection. To fill this gap, Mahmoud et al.
(2017) proposed a power injection scheme in smart grid. In (Mahmoud
et al., 2017), a point addition aggregation and a homomorphic encryp-
tion aggregation are utilized to enable the local gateway to aggregate
power storage units’ bids. However, the scheme (Mahmoud et al., 2017)
is found to be not privacy-aware and the aggregation method puts addi-
tional limitations on power bibs (Zhang et al., 2017a). In (Zhang et al.,
2017a), an aggregation technique called hash-then-addition is proposed
for power injection. Whereas, power storage units in this scheme don’t
aggregate power bids and hence the communication cost is high. In
order to tackle this problem, Zhang et al. (2017c) proposed a privacy-
aware data aggregation scheme with efficient communication suitable
for power injection. Nevertheless, the above schemes involve many
expensive bilinear pairing operations and the computation efficiency
remains to be improved.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Some prelimi-
naries are reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 describes the system archi-
tecture and design goals of communication and power injection over
AVNs and 5G smart grid slice. The proposed ePPCP scheme is pre-
sented in Section 4, followed by the security analysis in Section 5.
Performance-related issues are discussed in Section 6. Finally, conclud-
ing remarks are given in Section 7.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we briefly review some cryptographic background.

2.1. Cryptographic background

Definition 1. (Bilinear Pairings). Let 𝔾, 𝔾T be cyclic multiplicative
groups of prime order q. Let P ∈ 𝔾 be a generator. We call ê a bilinear
pairing if ê ∶ 𝔾 × 𝔾 → 𝔾T is a map with properties as below:

1. Bilinear: ê(aP, bP) = ê(P,P)ab for all a, b ∈ ℤ∗
q .

2. Non-degenerate: There exists P,Q ∈ 𝔾 such that ê(P,Q) ≠ 1.
3. Computable: It is feasible to compute ê(P,Q) for all P,Q ∈ 𝔾.

We denote that (𝜅) outputs (q,P,𝔾,𝔾T , ê) where 𝜅 is a security parameter.

2.2. Discrete logarithm assumption

Definition 2. (Discrete Logarithm Problem). Let 𝔾 be a group of
prime order q, given two elements P and Q, to find an integer x ∈ ℤ∗

q , such
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that Q = xP whenever such an integer exists.

Definition 3. (Discrete Logarithm Assumption). In group 𝔾, it is com-
putationally infeasible to determine x from P and Q = xP.

2.3. Paillier cryptosystem

The Paillier Cryptosystem (Paillier, 1999) is used for aggregation
and it consists of three algorithms: key generation, encryption and
decryption.

• KeyGen: Given a security parameter 𝜅, two large primes p1, q1
are chosen with |p1| = |q1| = 𝜅. Then, compute the RSA mod-
ulus N = p1q1 and 𝜆 = lcm(p1 − 1, q1 − 1). Define a function
L(u) = u−1

N and compute 𝜇 = (L(g𝜆 mod N2))−1 mod N where g is an
element of order N in ℤ∗

N2 . Finally, the public key is pk = (N, g) and
the corresponding private key is sk = (𝜆, 𝜇).

• Encryption: Given a message M ∈ ℤN , choose a random number r ∈
ℤ∗

N and the ciphertext can be calculated as C = gMrN mod N2.
• Decryption: Given the ciphertext C ∈ ℤ∗

N2 , the message is recovered

as M = L(C𝜆mod N2 ) · 𝜇mod N.

3. System architecture and design goals

3.1. System architecture

As shown in Fig. 1, the system architecture of communication and
power injection over AVNs and 5G smart grid slice involves an admin-
istration center, a utility company, roadside units and different com-
munities such as parking lots and residential districts. In a commu-
nity covered by a gateway, a lot of power storage units, i.e., vehi-
cles, communicate with the gateway. Each gateway connects the utility
company through a smart grid 5G network slice. All the vehicles on
the road, parking lots and residential districts and other units form an
autonomous vehicle network. The details are given in the following.

• Administration Center (AC): The administration center is responsible
for the registration of other entities.

• Power Storage Units: Power storage units are vehicles at a parking
lot or a residential district. They store power energy from the smart
grid or other environment friendly energy sources. Each storage unit

can buy power from the grid at a low-price period and inject excess
power to the grid for earnings at a high-price period.

• Gateway: In the proposed system model, a gateway serves as an
aggregator. As an interactive agent between power grid and vehi-
cles, the gateway can directly collect power injection information,
which is initially aggregated by corresponding smart meters. The
gateway aggregates the data and sends the result to the utility com-
pany. Besides, a gateway is a roadside unit in AVNs and it can estab-
lish contracts with each vehicle owner and the grid operator (Han
et al., 2010).

• Smart Grid Slice in 5G Networks: A 5G network slice consists of var-
ious 5G network functions and specific radio access technology set-
tings that are combined together for particular use cases. For a 5G
smart grid use case, security, privacy, reliability and latency are of
paramount importance. In order to tailor the network functions to
suit the smart gird slice, all the necessary functions are instantiated
at the cloud edge node in 5G.

• Utility Company: During the peak hour of power consumption, if the
energy supply falls short of the demand from communities, the util-
ity company should contact electricity vendors to buy power or con-
tact power storage units to collection power. Note that the utility
company communicates with the power storage units via the AVN
and 5G smart grid slice networks.

3.2. Adversary model and design goals

Assume that the administration center is trustworthy and other enti-
ties are “honest-but-curious”. Each power storage unit is curious to
know the other units’ bids to judge whether it is more profitable to
inject power currently. The attackers in the AVN are also interested in
the other’s private information, such as the amount and time of the
power injection of each power storage unit. The utility company tries
to obtain secret information of owners of the power storage units. We
know that the utility company wants to collect power at a low price but
the storage units want to increase revenues. Therefore, the utility com-
pany and the power storage units have conflicting interests and they
will not collude with each other. The power storage units will inject the
committed amount of power in bids because this is more profitable. In
a secure power injection system, to prevent adversaries from learning
power storage units’ individual bid, the following security requirements

Fig. 1. System architecture of vehicle communication and power injection.
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should be taken into account.

• Privacy Protection: Even if an adversary eavesdrops the communica-
tion on the AVN and 5G smart grid slice, it cannot achieve the total
amount of power injected from the community. The utility fails to
know the contents of individual power storage unit’s bid. The aggre-
gation at gateways is adopted to achieve these goals.

• Authentication and Integrity: The utility company can authenticate
the received packets to ensure that the packets are really from par-

ticular power storage units and have not been modified during trans-
mission. Besides, the adversary should not impersonate the utility
company, the gateway or a storage unit. During communication,
the vehicles can authenticate with each other.

• Secure Communication: Different vehicles can realize secure com-
munication based on authenticated key agreement protocols. Other
entities can also realize secure communication in the same way.

Fig. 2. Power injection of the proposed ePPCP system.
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Fig. 3. The registration process.

In addition, the performance-related issue should be considered.
In the proposed scheme, we achieve desirable communication perfor-
mance by aggregating data before transmission. Particularly, in order
to improve the computation efficiency, we eliminate the expensive pair-
ing operations in each phase of communication and power injection.

4. ePPCP: efficient PPCP without pairing operations

In ePPCP, we simultaneously address security and efficiency issues
which have not been successfully solved in previous work. The phases
of power injection in ePPCP are shown in Fig. 2. More details are given
as below.

4.1. System setup

Suppose the maximum number of power storage units covered by a
gateway is n, and k time slots are used by the utility company during
collecting power. Besides, assume that 𝜔 is an upper bound of each
power bid injected by a power storage unit at a time slot. Then, given
the security parameter 𝜅, the utility company does the following:

1. The utility company calculates the Paillier Cryptosystem’s public
key (N, g) and the corresponding private key (𝜆, 𝜇).

2. The administration center chooses a prime number e and an integer
d satisfying e · d = 1 mod 𝜑(N2) where 𝜑(·) means the Euler func-
tion.

3. For 1 ≤ x ≤ k, the utility company computes gx = gax mod N2

where a1 = 1 and a2,… , ak are primes such that (a1, a2,… , ak) is
a superincreasing sequence satisfying |ax| ≥ 𝜅,

∑x−1
j=1 ajn𝜔 < ax for

2 ≤ x ≤ k and
∑k

j=1 ajn𝜔 < N.
4. The utility company chooses two random elements U,V ∈ ℤ∗

N2 and
three secure cryptographic hash functions H1,H2 and H3, where
H1 ∶ {0,1}∗ → ℤ∗

N , H2 ∶ ℤ∗
N2 → {0,1}∗ and H3 ∶ ℤ∗

N2 → ℤ∗
N .

Finally, the utility company keeps the master secret key
MSK = (𝜆, 𝜇, {ax}1≤x≤k) secretly and the administration cen-
ter keeps d secret. The global public parameters are GPK =
(N, g, e,U,V,H1,H2,H3, {gx}1≤x≤k).

4.2. Registration

The registration process is illustrated in Fig. 3, in which Xi = Xu
(resp. Xg) if the entity is the utility company (resp. the gateway). To be
specific, in order to join the ePPCP system, the utility company with
identification information IDu chooses a random element xu ∈ ℤ∗

N , cal-
culates Xu = gxu mod N2 and gets su = X−d

u mod N2 from AC. Then the

utility company computes Yu = ge·su mod N2 and sets PKu = (Xu,Yu) as
its public key and sku = (xu, su) as its secret key. Similarly, the gateway
with identification information IDg chooses a random element xg ∈ ℤ∗

N ,
calculates Xg = gxg mod N2 and gets sg = X−d

g mod N2 from AC. Then
the gateway computes Yg = ge·sg mod N2 and sets PKg = (Xg,Yg) as its
public key and skg = (xg, sg) as its secret key. A power storage unit
with identity IDi chooses a random element xi ∈ ℤ∗

N , calculates Xi =
gxi mod N2 and gets si = X−d

i mod N2 from AC. Then the power storage
unit computes Yi = ge·si mod N2 and sets PKi = (Xi,Yi) as its public key
and ski = (xi, si) as its secret key.

4.3. Power collection request

During peak hours of power consumption, the utility company
sends power collection request (Power_Req_uc) packets to correspond-
ing gateways for power collection. Suppose the utility company col-
lects power in the community covered by the gateway IDg. The packet
Power_Req_uc = IDu ∥ IDg ∥ Infop ∥ TS ∥ 𝜎u, where IDu and IDg are
respectively the identities of the utility company and the gateway, and
Infop = (p1, p2,… , pk) is the power collection price per unit at each time
slot. Besides, TS is a timestamp and 𝜎u = (Ru, 𝜃u) is a signature, where
Ru = gru mod N2, 𝜃u = ru + xuH1(IDu ∥ IDg ∥ Infop ∥ TS ∥ Ru) mod N
with ru randomly chosen from ℤ∗

N . Both TS and 𝜎u will be used by the
gateway in verification of the packet.

Upon receiving the packet Power_Req_uc from the utility company,
the gateway IDg first checks the freshness of Power_Req_uc based on the
timestamp TS. Then, it checks if the following equation holds:

g𝜃u = Ru · X
H1(IDu‖IDg‖Infop‖TS‖Ru)
u mod N2.

If and only if the equation holds, the gateway IDg randomly chooses
rg ∈ ℤ∗

N , computes Rg = grg and 𝜃g = rg + xgH1(IDg ∥ IDu ∥ Infop ∥
TS ∥ Rg). Then, the gateway broadcasts in its community the new
packet Power_Req_g = IDg ∥ IDu ∥ Infop ∥ TS ∥ 𝜎g, where 𝜎g = (Rg, 𝜃g).
The power collection request is shown in Fig. 4.

4.4. Privacy-preserving bid injection from vehicles

Upon receiving a power collection request from the gateway IDg,
each power storage unit (i.e., a vehicle) first checks the freshness of
Power_Req_g based on the timestamp TS. Then, it checks if the following
equation holds:

g𝜃g = Rg · X
H1(IDg‖IDu‖Infop‖TS‖Rg )
g mod N2.

If and only if the equation holds, each power storage unit prepares a
bid as the power amount it can inject at each time slot. It sends a power
request response Power_Res_u packet to IDg.

In order to protect users’ privacy and improve communication and
computation efficiency, we adopt the hash-then-homomorphic aggrega-
tion method without needing pairing operations for each power storage
unit to aggregate and protect his bids corresponding to time slots. The
bid format of the power storage unit IDi is bi = (bi,1, bi,2,… , bi,k), where
bi,x represents the number of power units the power storage unit IDi can
inject at the x-th time slot with price px for 1 ≤ x ≤ k. To response a
power collection request, the power storage unit IDi does the following:

1. Randomly choose ri,1, ri,2 ∈ ℤ∗
N and compute Ti = si · gri,1 ,Ri = gri,2 .

Fig. 4. The power collection request in ePPCP.
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2. Compute two keys: k̂i = Yri,1
g , ki = Yri,1

u . which will be used to mask
IDi’s bids.

3. Hash-then-homomorphic: randomly choose 𝜏i ∈ ℤ∗
N , aggregate and

mask its injection bids corresponding to time slots as

Bi =
( k∏

x=1
Bi,x · gH1(x‖k̂i)+H1(x‖ki)

)
· 𝜏N

i mod N2,

where Bi,x = gbi,x
x for 1 ≤ x ≤ k.

4. Calculate a signature 𝜎i = (Ri, 𝜃i) and a message authentication code
MAC(Bi), where 𝜃i = ri,2 + xiH1(IDg ∥ IDu ∥ Ri ∥ TS), MAC(Bi) =
Y
∑k

x=1 bi,x .

Finally, the power storage unit IDi sends Power_Res_u = IDg ∥ IDu ∥
TS ∥ 𝜎i ∥ Ti ∥ Bi ∥ MAC(Bi) to IDg. The bid injection from vehicles is
shown in Fig. 5.

4.5. Privacy-preserving vehicle bid aggregation

Upon receiving all the power request response packets from power
storage units, the gateway IDg first checks if the following equation
holds:

g𝜃i = Ri · X
H1(IDg‖IDu‖Ri‖TS)
i mod N2.

If and only if the equation holds, the gateway IDg further aggregates
these packets in terms of storage units and sends an aggregated response
packet to IDu. In the following, the gateway IDg aggregates the packets.

1. Aggregate the signatures to generate an aggregated signature 𝜎 =
({Ri}n

i=1, 𝜃), where 𝜃 = ∑n
i=1 𝜃i.

2. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, compute k̂i = (Te
i · PKi,1)sg shared with the power

storage unit IDi. Note that k̂i = (Te
i · PKi,1)sg = (se

i · g
ri,1e · PKi,1)sg =

Yri,1
g , where PKi,1 = Xi.

3. Aggregate the masked bids to generate an aggregated masked bid

B =
n∏

i=1
Bi · g−

∑k
x=1 H1(x‖k̂i) mod N2.

4. Aggregate the message authentication codes to generate an aggre-
gated one MAC(B) = ∏n

i=1 MAC(Bi).
5. Randomly choose R ∈ ℤ∗

N2 , compute MAC1 = (B ∥ R)⊕
H2(MAC(B)) and MAC2 = UH3(B)VH3(R). Then the final message
authentication code is MACf = (MAC1,MAC2).

Finally, the aggregated response packet Power_Res_g =
IDu ‖ IDg ‖{Ti}1≤i≤n ‖TS‖𝜎 ‖B‖MACf is sent to the utility company
IDu. The vehicle bid aggregation process is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5. The bid injection from vehicles.

Fig. 6. The vehicle bid aggregation in ePPCP.

4.6. Privacy-preserving aggregated bid reading

After receiving the packet Power_Res_g from the gateway IDg, the
utility company does the following to recover the bids of all power
storage units at each time slot.

1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, compute ki = (Te
i · PKi,1)su shared with the power

storage unit IDi. Note that ki = (Te
i · PKi,1)su = (se

i · g
ri,1e · PKi,1)su =

Yri,1
u , where PKi,1 = Xi.

2. Compute B0 = B · g−
∑k

x=1
∑n

i=1 H1(x‖ki) mod N2. It easily follows that

B0 =
n∏

i=1

( k∏
x=1

Bi,x

)
· 𝜏N

i =
( n∏

i=1

k∏
x=1

gbi,x
x

)
·
( n∏

i=1
𝜏N

i

)

= g
∏k

x=1 ax ·(∏n
i=1 bi,x) · rN mod N2,

where r = ∏n
i=1 𝜏i.

3. Obviously, B0 is a ciphertext of Paillier Cryptosystem and the utility
company can use the master secret key (𝜆, 𝜇) to recover

M =
k∑

x=1
ax ·

( n∑
i=1

bi,x

)
mod N.

Then, according to Algorithm 1, the utility company sets Dk = M, and
for x = k, k − 1,… ,2, it sets Dx−1 = Dx mod ax. Based on the prop-
erty of the superincreasing sequence, we have

b(x) = Dx − Dx−1
ax

=
n∑

i=1
bi,x , (1)

where b(x) represents the amount of power collected at the x-th time
slot from the community covered by IDg. It’s noted that b(1) = D1 =∑n

i=1 bi,1.
Finally, in order to ensure that the recovered aggregated bids stem

from the particular community and they have not been modified in tran-
sition, the utility company computes B′ ‖R′ = MAC1 ⊕ H2(Y

∑k
x=1 b(x) )

and checks if

g𝜃 =
n∏

i=1
Ri · X

H1(IDg‖IDu‖Ri‖TS)
i mod N2,

MAC2 = UH3(B′)VH3(R′).

Only if the equations hold, the recovered bids are valid.

4.7. Secure communication between vehicles

As we know, the urban vehicles are evolving from a collection of
sensor platforms to AVN, in which the human control is removed and
autonomous vehicles could efficiently cooperate to optimize a well
defined utility function. Obviously, secure communication between
vehicles is a basic requirement for the practical deployment of AVNs,
which can ensure the vehicle safety and users’ privacy. In the follow-
ing, we use a key distribution scheme (Okamoto and Tanaka, 1989) to
achieve this goal, in which no expensive bilinear pairing operations are
involved and vehicles need not to apply for new secret keys from the
administration center.

Suppose vehicle A and vehicle B on the road aim to communicate
with each other. As shown in Fig. 7, vehicle A randomly chooses ra ∈
ℤ∗

N , computes Ua = ge·ra , ha = H1(Ua ∥ IDa), Va = sa · gha ·ra and sends
(Ua,Va, IDa) to vehicle B. Similarly, vehicle B randomly chooses rb ∈
ℤ∗

N , computes Ub = ge·rb , hb = H1(Ub ∥ IDb), Vb = sb · ghb ·rb and sends
(Ub,Vb, IDb) to vehicle A. Vehicle B can authenticate A by checking

if PKa,1 · Ve
a = Uh′a

a holds, where PKa,1 = gxa and h′a = H1(Ua ‖ IDa). The
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Algorithm 1 Aggregated Bid Recovery.

Fig. 7. Secure communication between vehicles in ePPCP.

correctness is shown as follows.

PKa,1 · Ve
a = Xa · (saghara )e = gehara = Uh′a

a .

Then, vehicle B obtains a session key Kab = Urb
a . Vehicle A can authen-

ticate B and get a session key Kba = Ura
b in the same way. Note that

Kab = Kba = ge·ra ·rb , which will be used to realize secure communication
between vehicles A and B on the road.

5. Security analysis of ePPCP

In this section, we show ePPCP can achieve the expected security
and privacy goals under the proposed adversary model.

5.1. Confidentiality

In the privacy-preserving aggregated bid reading phase, based on
B0 and M, the utility company computes b(x) = ∏n

i=1 bi,x for 1 ≤

x ≤ k, which is the power amount the utility company can col-
lect from the community of IDg at the x-th time slot with price px.
Then the utility company gets the total amount of power

∑k
x=1 b(x)

injected from the community covered by IDg. Note that the secret keys
{ki = (Te

i · PKi,1)su}1≤i≤n are necessary for the computation of B0 and su
is private. Therefore, any adversary fails to know the total amount of
power. In addition, based on the discrete logarithm assumption, it is
infeasible for attackers to calculate

∑k
x=1 bi,x from MAC(Bi) = Y

∑k
x=1 bi,x .

In the secure communication between vehicles, Kab = Kba = gerarb is the
final session key and it will be used to realize confidentiality.

5.2. Privacy protection

In this section, we first show that ePPCP enables privacy protec-
tion. To reflect the advantage of ePPCP over a previous scheme called
EPPI (Zhang et al., 2017a), possible privacy issues are further analyzed
and the performance issue is discussed. In ePPCP, we show that any

adversaries including the utility company and the gateway cannot know
the individual power bid at each time slot. In the privacy-preserving
bid injection from vehicles phase, the power storage unit IDi computes
its own masked bid as Bi =

(∏k
x=1 Bi,x · gH1(x‖k̂i)+H1(x‖ki)

)
· 𝜏N

i mod N2,

where Bi,x = gbi,x
x for 1 ≤ x ≤ k. In the privacy-preserving vehicle bid

aggregation phase, the gateway further aggregates the masked bids as
B = ∏n

i=1 Bi · g−
∑k

x=1 H1(x‖k̂i) mod N2. Obviously, it is impossible for the
gateway to recover original power bids because ki = (Te

i · PKi,1)su and
the Paillier Cryptosystem’s private key cannot be obtained by the gate-
way. Even if the utility company has the Paillier Cryptosystem’s private
key (𝜆, 𝜇), it does not know k̂i = (Te

i · PKi,1)sg and can only calculate∑n
i=1

∑k
x=1 axbi,x based on ki = (Te

i · PKi,1)su . Then, it further recovers
b(x) = ∑n

i=1 bi,x. Therefore, the individual bid privacy of the power stor-
age unit is preserved.

In EPPI, the power storage unit IDi computes its masked bid as
Bi = (Bi,1,Bi,2,… ,Bi,k), where Bi,x is obtained by blinding bi,x based on
two shared secret keys. Although the utility company has one of the
shared secret keys, it fails to recover bi,x from Bi,x in that the secret key
shared by the power storage unit and the gateway cannot be removed
from Bi,x. As a result, the utility company can only get the aggre-
gated value B(x) = ∑

1≤i≤n(Bi,x − H(x ‖ k̂i)) from the gateway, where H
is a hash function. Finally, it obtains the sum

∑
1≤i≤n bi,x by removing∑

1≤i≤n H(x ∥ ki) from B(x). In this case, the individual bid privacy is still
preserved.

Based on the above analysis, we know that ePPCP is different from
EPPI in that all the k power bids of a power storage unit are blinded
and encrypted based on the Paillier Cryptosystem. In particular, the k
blinded bids are locally aggregated by the power storage unit along
with the encryption process. Based on this observation, we show that
ePPCP has advantages over EPPI in the following. On one hand, if the
same shared key is reused in the blinding process, the attacker can cal-
culate the difference between the bids at the same time slot. Thus, in
EPPI, if one bid is exposed, all the bids that use the same shared key at
the same time slot can also be exposed as well. In ePPCP, this possible
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Table 1
Computation complexity.

EPPI (Zhang et al., 2017a) PADA (Zhang et al., 2017c) Our ePPCP

UC (2n + 1)Cp + (n + 4)Ce + Cet (2n + 1)Cp + (n + 4)Ce + Cet + 2Cez (3n + 7)Cez
GW (n + 2)Cp + (n + 3)Ce (n + 2)Cp + (n + 3)Ce + Cez (5n + 5)Cez
PSU 2Cp + 4Ce + Cet 2Cp + 4Ce + Cet + (k + 2)Cez (k + 8)Cez

Fig. 8. Computation cost comparison.

privacy violation is resisted by the encryption process based on the Pail-
lier Cryptosystem. On the other hand, in ePPCP, the blinded power bids
are used as an exponent to perform an exponentiation operation and are
further encrypted based on the Paillier Cryptosystem. Therefore, even
if the secret key or the shared keys of a power storage unit are leaked
to an adversary, the adversary cannot recover the original power bids
due to the lack of the decryption secret key. Obviously, this robust-
ness of privacy protection cannot be achieved in EPPI. Last but not
least, compared with EPPI, besides the satisfactory privacy protection
mentioned above, the aggregation of power bids based on time slots in
ePPCP improves the communication efficiency and the elimination of
bilinear pairing operations reduces the computation cost.

5.3. Authentication and integrity

In the privacy-preserving aggregated bid reading phase of the ePPCP
system, the utility company ensures the authenticity and integrity of the

recovered data by checking if g𝜃 = ∏n
i=1 Ri · X

H1(IDg‖IDu‖Ri‖TS)
i mod N2

and MAC2 = UH3(B′)VH3(R′) hold simultaneously. Any modification to
packet contents will be found during the signature verification. Because
a valid signature is generated based on a secret key, the attackers can-
not impersonate the utility, the gateway or a power storage unit. Based
on the discrete logarithm assumption, it is infeasible to get the secret
key (xi, si) from the corresponding public key (Xi = gxi mod N2,Yi =
ge·si mod N2). In addition, it cannot get xi from the signature 𝜃i =
ri,2 + xiH1(IDg ∥ IDu ∥ Ri ∥ TS) because ri,2 is a random value. The

final message authentication code MACf is used by the utility com-
pany to ensure that the aggregated bid at each time slot has not been
modified in transmission and it is collected from the intended power
storage units. In the secure communication between vehicles on the
road, Kab = Kba = gerarb is the final session key. If Ua is changed to
another value by unauthorized users, h′a is not equal to ha and hence

PKa,1 · Ve
a = Uh′a

a does not hold. In the same way, both vehicles can
authenticate each other.

Fig. 9. Communication cost comparison.
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Fig. 10. GW-to-UC communication overhead comparison.

5.4. Man-in-the-middle attacks

In the proposed ePPCP system, suppose an attacker resides between
the utility company IDu and a power storage unit IDi. It tries to estab-
lish two secret keys to fool IDu and IDi to believe that they commu-
nicate directly, where one key is shared with IDu and the other is
shared with IDi. The secret key agreement mechanism is resilient to
this attack because 𝜃u = ru + xuH1(IDu ∥ IDg ∥ Infop ∥ TS ∥ Ru) and
𝜃i = ri,2 + xiH1(IDg ∥ IDu ∥ Ri ∥ TS). That is, Ru and Ri are signed by
the utility company and the power storage unit, respectively. In the
secure communication between vehicles on the road, the session key
agreement is resilient to this attack because Va = sa · gH1(Ua‖IDa)·ra and
Vb = sb · gH1(Ub‖IDb)·rb . That is, Ua and Ub are signed by vehicle A and
vehicle B, respectively.

5.5. Replay attacks

In the proposed ePPCP system, if adversaries record valid packets
and replay them in a different time slot, these replayed packets will
be found and dropped. Firstly, time stamps are adopted to resist replay
attacks. Upon receiving the packets, the utility company or the storage
unit first check the freshness of the packets based on the timestamps.
Secondly, if an attacker replays packets associated with old secret keys,
MACf cannot pass the verification. Finally, even if the gateway and
some power storage units collude, they cannot achieve the shared secret
key between a victim and the utility company in that the secret key
computation is controlled jointly by the power storage unit and the
utility company.

6. Performance comparisons

In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed
scheme with previous power injection schemes based on the compu-
tation cost and the communication overhead. We denote the compu-
tation cost of a bilinear pairing operation, an exponentiation opera-
tion in 𝔾, an exponentiation operation in 𝔾T and an exponentiation
operation in ℤ∗

N2 by Cp, Ce, Cet and Cez, respectively. In the PADA
scheme (Zhang et al., 2017c), in order to generate a power collec-
tion request Power_Req_uc, the utility company needs 2Ce computa-
tion cost. In ePPCP, it needs Cez computation cost. In the privacy-
preserving aggregated bid reading phase, the computation cost for the
utility company is (2n + 1)Cp + (n + 2)Ce + Cet + 2Cez, where n is
the maximum number of power storage units covered by a gateway.
In ePPCP, the computation cost is (3n + 6)Cez. After receiving the
packet Power_Req_uc, the gateway verifies the signature and computes
rgP0, which needs 2Cp + Ce in PADA. The computation cost in ePPCP is

3Cez. In the privacy-preserving vehicle bid aggregation phase, the com-
putation cost for the gateway is nCp + (n + 2)Ce + Cez in PADA and
(5n + 2)Cez in ePPCP. The computation cost for each power storage
units is 2Cp + 4Ce + Cet + (k + 2)Cez in PADA and (k + 8)Cez in
ePPCP, where k is the number of time slots used by the utility company
during collecting power. In EPPI (Zhang et al., 2017a), the computa-
tion cost for the utility company, the gateway and a power storage unit
is (2n + 1)Cp + (n + 4)Ce + Cet, (n + 2)Cp + (n + 3)Ce and
2Cp + 4Ce + Cet, respectively. The computation complexity is pre-
sented in Table 1. In Fig. 8, the computation comparison is made. The
time cost of primitive cryptography operations is evaluated on a PC
with Intel IV 3 GHz processor based on the MIRACL library (Choi and
Jung, 2010). The computation comparisons of UC (utility company),
GW (gateway) and PSU (power storage unit) are shown in Fig. 8(a), (b)
and (c), respectively. Note that, n usually has a large value in AVNs, and
the maximum value of k is 96 if the time interval of power injection is
15 min. It easily follows from Fig. 8 that the proposed scheme ePPCP is
most efficient because it does not need pairing operations.

The communication is divided into four phases: UC-to-GW, GW-to-
PSU, PSU-to-GW and GW-to-UC. We assign two bytes for each iden-
tity, four bits for each price pi, five bytes for TS, 20 bytes for q, 40
bytes for each group element in 𝔾, 𝔾T and ℤ∗

N2 . In the UC-to-GW com-
munication, the utility company generates a power collection request
Power_Req_uc and delivers it to the gateway. In the GW-to-PSU commu-
nication, the Power_Req_g packet is sent. In the PSU-to-GW communi-
cation, the power request response Power_Res_u packet is sent. In this
phase, the communication cost in PADA (Zhang et al., 2017c) and our
ePPCP is smaller than the one in EPPI (Zhang et al., 2017a) because
Bi is aggregated. In the GW-to-UC communication, the response mes-
sage Power_Res_g is sent. In this phase, the response message size of
PADA and ePPCP is smaller than that in EPPI based on B and MACf.
The communication cost comparison is presented in Figs. 9 and 10. The
communication overhead comparisons of UC-to-GW, GW-to-PSU and
PSU-to-GW are given in Fig. 9(a), (b) and (c), respectively. Here, the
communication overhead is related to the number of time slots. The
GW-to-UC communication cost comparison is shown in Fig. 10, where
the computation cost of EPPI is affected by the number of power stor-
age units and time slots. In general, it easily follows that the proposed
scheme is efficient in terms of communication cost.

7. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, in order to solve the security and privacy issues
in AVNs and smart grid, we introduce ePPCP, an efficient privacy-
preserving communication and power injection scheme without pair-
ings. In ePPCP, the utility company can only recover the total amount
of power injected by power storage units and individual power bids
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are hidden. As a power storage unit, each electric vehicle blinds and
aggregates its power injection bids associated with time slots based on
a novel hash-then-homomorphic technique and the Paillier Cryptosys-
tem. An extensive analysis indicates that the proposed scheme is secure
under the proposed adversary model and efficient in terms of the com-
putation and communication cost.

It would be interesting to design secure communication and power
injection schemes without introducing trusted third parties in the future
research.
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